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Human Resources Policies on Emergency Federal Employee 

Leave Fund (EFELF) and Emergency Department of Veterans 

Affairs Employee Leave Fund (EDVAELF) 



Employees may submit a request for EPL through leaf at the following website 
https://leaf.va.gov/VISN12/489/epl_request/   
 
If employee is unable or unwilling to submit their request via LEAF, they can complete a 
paper request and the agreement form and submit to the supervisor. The supervisor 
would then submit the request on LEAF on behalf of the employee.  
 
Just as with any other leave benefit, once EPL is exhausted for an employee, all other 
leave benefits are still in place (e.g., FMLA, Adv Leave, VLTP, etc.)   
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VA Central Office                                                                                  May 27, 2021 
Washington, DC 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF HUMAN CAPITAL OFFICER (OCHCO) 
BULLETIN 

SUBJECT: Leave Benefits Provided under the Emergency Federal Employee Leave 
Fund and the Emergency Department of Veterans Affairs Employee Leave Fund  

UPDATE: Effective Sunday, May 23, 2021 (Pay Period 11), a new leave code has been 
programmed in the VA Time and Attendance System for emergency paid leave. This bulletin is 
updated to reflect the new leave requesting procedures for employees (see page 10). 

This OCHCO Bulletin provides updated policy guidance on the Emergency Federal 
Employee Leave Fund and the Emergency Department of Veterans Affairs Employee Leave 
Fund signed into law on March 11, 2021, as part of the American Rescue Plan (ARP). On 
April 29, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) issued a Memorandum regarding 
COVID-19 Emergency Paid Leave that provided official guidance on the section 4001 
provision, as well as guidance on the effect on retirement and other leave benefits more 
generally (which also impacts employees covered under section 8008). A link to the 
guidance and the attachments can be found at: https://www.chcoc.gov/content/covid-19-
emergency-paid-leave.  

Background. The ARP establishes two leave funds that affect VA employees: the 
Emergency Federal Employee Leave Fund (section 4001) and the Emergency Department 
of Veterans Affairs Employee Leave Fund (section 8008). Both leave funds provide a new 
leave benefit for Federal employees for qualifying purposes related to COVID-19.  

The Department of Veterans Affairs Employee Leave Fund (VA Fund) provides the leave 
entitlement to most Veterans Health Administration (VHA) title 38 employees, to be 
administered by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs. The money appropriated for the VA Fund 
in fiscal year 2021 totals $80 million dollars. The VA Fund covers all VA employees 
appointed to positions under chapter 74 of title 38 U.S. Code (U.S.C.), including title 38 
hybrid employees, and health professional trainees appointed under 38 U.S.C. 7405 and 
7406. Intermittent, without compensation, and fee basis employees do not earn leave and 
are thus not eligible for the emergency paid leave benefit provided under either Fund.  

The second provision (Section 4001) establishes the Emergency Federal Employee Leave 
Fund (OPM Fund) for employees subject to title 5 leave provisions under chapter 63 of title 
5 U.S.C. The OPM Fund is administered by OPM with $570 million dollars appropriated for 
use throughout the federal government for fiscal year 2021 but remains available for 
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retroactive payments and administrative costs until the end of fiscal year 2022.1  

Employees appointed to positions under chapter 74 of title 38 U.S.C. but whose leave is 
subject to title 5 leave provisions under chapter 63 of title 5 U.S.C. will first receive leave 
through the VA Fund.  If the biweekly or aggregate limit is reached under the VA Fund, they 
may then receive leave from the OPM Fund. Until the VA Fund is exhausted, an employee 
may submit dual leave requests under both section 8008 and section 4001, since it may not 
be known at the time of the request whether the VA Fund will have monies available to 
cover requested leave.   

Leave Fund Benefit. The VA and OPM leave funds each provide up to 15 weeks (600 hours) 
of emergency paid leave (EPL)2 to eligible full-time employees (or the proportional equivalent 
for employees on part-time schedules and uncommon tours of duty) who are unable to work 
for qualifying reasons beginning March 11, 2021, through September 30, 2021. The availability 
of EPL ends on September 30, 2021 or upon the exhaustion of the Fund, whichever occurs 
first. When the applicable Fund is exhausted, regardless if the employee has exhausted the 
600-hour entitlement, no further payments will be made. 

This temporary, new form of leave is available in addition to any other paid leave 
entitlements. There is no time-in-service requirement; eligibility is not limited to those who 
have a minimum amount of service with the VA. An employee qualifies for EPL under the 
new law if they are unable to work in person or telework because the employee: 

1. is subject to a Federal, State or Local quarantine or isolation order related to COVID–
19;  

2. has been advised by a health care provider to self -quarantine due to concerns related 
to COVID-19;  

3. is caring for an individual who is subject to such an order or has been so advised;  

4. is experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 and seeking a medical diagnosis;  

5. is caring for a son or daughter of such employee if the school or place of care of the 
son or daughter has been closed, if the school of such son or daughter requires or 
makes optional a virtual learning instruction model or requires or makes optional a 
hybrid of in-person and virtual learning instruction models, or the child care provider of 
such son or daughter is unavailable due to COVID-19 precautions;  

6. is experiencing any other substantially similar condition;  

7. is caring for a family member with a mental or physical disability or who is 55 years of 
age or older and incapable of self-care, without regard to whether another individual 
other than the employee is available to care for such family member, if the place of 
care for such family member is closed or the direct care provider is unavailable due to 
COVID-19; or   

 
1 Section 8008 references fund availability through September 20, 2022 rather than September 30, 2022.  
2 Employees appointed under chapter 74 of title 38 and also subject to the leave provisions under chapter 63 of 
title 5 are eligible for EPL under both section 8008 and section 4001. EPL granted under the VA Fund is not 
applied towards the limitations under the OPM Fund. Employees covered under sections 4001 and 8008 making 
a dual request under both funds should complete Attachments 2 and 3, in addition to Attachment 1. 
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8.  is obtaining immunization related to COVID–19 or to recover from any injury, disability, 
illness, or condition related to such immunization.  

Qualifying Circumstances for Emergency Paid Leave. To determine whether an 
employee’s request meets the standards for using leave, qualifying standards are provided 
below. 

1. Subject to a Federal, State or Local quarantine or isolation order. 

a. The term “quarantine or isolation order” includes quarantine, isolation, 
containment, shelter-in-place, or stay-at-home orders issued by any 
Federal/State/Local government authority that cause an employee to be unable 
to work (including telework).  This also includes when a Federal, State, or local 
government authority has advised categories of citizens (e.g., of certain age 
ranges or with certain medical conditions) to shelter in place, stay at home, 
isolate, or quarantine, causing those categories of employees to be unable to 
work.   

b. An employee is subject to “isolation” when the employee has a positive COVID-
19 test result or displays COVID-19 symptoms as described by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 

c. An employee is subject to “quarantine” when exposed to COVID-19, as 
described in CDC guidance. 

2. Advised by a health care provider to self-quarantine due to concerns related to COVID-
19. 

a. The term “health care provider” has the same meaning as used under the Family 
and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) regulations at 5 C.F.R. § 630.1202. 

3. Caring for an individual who is subject to a Federal, State or Local quarantine or 
isolation order (or has been advised to follow such an order). 

a. The term “individual” means an employee’s family member (as defined in 5 
C.F.R. § 630.201) a person who regularly resides in the employee’s home, or  a 
similar person with whom the employee has a personal relationship that creates 
an expectation the employee would care for the person if he/she were 
quarantined or self-quarantined. For this purpose, “individual” does not include 
persons with whom the employee has no personal relationship. 

b. The individual must depend on the employee to care for him/her and the 
individual must meet the conditions described in qualifying circumstance (1) or 
(2). 

4. Experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 and seeking a medical diagnosis. 

a. The agency and employees will follow the latest CDC guidance regarding 
COVID-19 symptoms.  

b. Leave under this circumstance covers the time it takes an employee 
experiencing symptoms to obtain a medical diagnosis, as long as the employee 
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is taking affirmative steps (i.e. actively seeking) to obtain a diagnosis as soon as 
possible.  

5. Caring for a son or daughter of such employee if the school or place of care of the son 
or daughter has been closed, if the school requires or makes optional a virtual learning 
arrangement, or requires/makes optional a hybrid of in-person and virtual learning, or 
the child care provider of such son or daughter is unavailable, due to COVID-19 
precautions. 

a. The term “son or daughter” has the same meaning as the term used under the 
FMLA regulations (5 C.F.R. § 630.1202) - “a biological, adopted, or foster child, a 
stepchild, a legal ward, or a child of a person standing in loco parentis, who is 
under 18 years of age; or 18 years of age or older who is incapable of self -care 
because of a mental or physical disability”. 

b. “School” means an “elementary school” or “secondary school” except that the 
term does not include any education beyond grade 12.  

c. “Place of care” means a physical location in which care is provided for the 
employee’s child while the employee works for an agency (VA). The physical 
location does not have to be solely dedicated to such care.  Examples include 
day care facilities, preschools, before and after school care programs, schools, 
homes, summer camps, summer enrichment programs, and respite care 
programs.  

d. The term “child care provider” means a provider who would normally be available 
to provide care of an employee’s child. The term includes a center-based child 
care provider, a group home child care provider, a family child care provider, a 
family member, a friend or neighbor, regardless of whether the care is 
compensated.  

e. This circumstance applies only when an employee needs to, and actually is, 
caring for the employee’s son or daughter and if the employee is unable to work 
(including telework) as a result of providing care.  

f. The closure of school or the use of virtual learning models must be due to 
COVID-19 precautions. The non-availability of a child care provider must be due 
to COVID-19 precautions. 

6. Experiencing any other substantially similar condition. 

a. This circumstance applies only if, in administering section 4001, the Director of 
OPM approves a defined circumstance as being a “substantially similar 
condition” that warrants treatment as a qualifying circumstance. 

b. This circumstance applies only if, in administering section 8008, the Secretary of 
Veterans Affairs approves a defined circumstance as being a “substantially 
similar condition” that warrants treatment as a qualifying circumstance. If a 
substantially similar condition is approved under this qualifying circumstance, the 
Secretary of VA will provide written notification of the condition. 

7. Caring for a family member with a mental or physical disability or who is 55 years of age 
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or older and incapable of self-care, without regard to whether  an individual other than 
the employee is available to care for such family member, if the place of care for such 
family member is closed or the direct care provider is unavailable due to COVID-19. 

a. The term “family member” has the same meaning as used in the annual and sick 
leave regulations at 5 C.F.R. § 630.201. 

b. The term “mental or physical disability” means a physical or mental impairment 
that “substantially limits” one or more of the “major life activities” of an individual, 
based on the definitions in 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2 (h), (i), and (j). 

c. The term “incapable of self-care” means that the person requires active 
assistance or supervision to provide daily self-care in three or more of the 
“activities of daily living” (ADLs) or “instrumental activities of daily living” (IADLs).  

i.  ADLs include adaptive activities such as caring appropriately for one’s 
grooming and hygiene, bathing, dressing, and eating.  

ii.  IADLs include cooking, cleaning, shopping, taking public transportation, 
paying bills, maintaining a residence, using the telephones and directories, 
using a post office, etc. 

d. The term “place of care” means a physical location in which care is provided for 
the family member while the employee works for an agency (VA). The physical 
location does not have to be solely dedicated to such care. 

e. For this circumstance to apply, the family member must (1) have a mental or 
physical disability or be 55 years of age or older, and (2) be incapable of self -
care. 

8. Obtaining immunization related to COVID-19 or is recovering from an injury, disability, 
illness, or condition related to such immunization.  

a. VA guidance on using administrative leave (AA) for purposes of COVID-19 
vaccination should continue to be followed. An employee who experiences a 
severe, adverse reaction to the COVID-19 vaccination and who claims he or she 
needs more time to recover than permitted under VA’s AA guidance, may 
request EPL at that point, subject to management’s approval. 

b. Employees may not receive EPL or overtime pay for time spent getting a 
vaccination outside their tour of duty. 

Total Hours. 

Full-time employees are eligible for up to 600 hours of EPL. Part-time employees and 
employees on uncommon tours of duty are eligible for the proportional equivalent depending 
on the regularly scheduled hours in their weekly tour of duty multiplied by 15 weeks. 

Example 1: a part-time employee with a normal weekly schedule of 20 hours is eligible 
for 300 hours of EPL (15 weeks x 20 hours per week = 300 hours).   

Example 2: a firefighter on an uncommon tour with a 144-hour biweekly tour of duty is 
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eligible for 1,080 hours of EPL (15 weeks x 72 hours per week = 1,080 hours). 

Use of EPL must cease when the qualifying circumstance no longer prevents the employee 
from being able to perform work. An employee must also be scheduled for work in order to 
request EPL. Employees who are furloughed, suspended, absent without leave, absent to 
perform military duty, on leave without pay (LWOP) while in receipt of Office of Workers 
Compensation benefits or while on FMLA for some other reason are not scheduled to work 
and thus, may not use EPL for any such period retroactively, unless the LWOP was solely due 
to the need to take leave because of a qualifying EPL circumstance. 

Change in Tour of Duty.  

A change in an employee’s tour of duty during the qualifying EPL period will require an 
adjustment to employee's aggregate limit. The aggregate limit (600 hours for a full-time 
employee) must be recomputed to reflect the new tour of duty. The number of EPL hours 
previously used under the former tour of duty must be converted to a proportionally equivalent 
number of hours under the new tour of duty.  

Example: An employee with a regular full-time tour of duty (600 aggregate limit) used 
300 hours of EPL under that tour, then changed to a part-time tour of duty working 40 
hours per pay period. The new aggregate limit changes from 600 hours to 300 hours, 
and the 300 hours used under the full-time tour would be converted to 150 hours (since 
300/600 x 300 hours = 150 hours), which would leave the employee with 150 hours of 
EPL to use under the part-time schedule. Another way to view this is as a conversion of 
the employee’s unused balance of EPL hours. In the example, the employee had an 
unused balance of 300 hours immediately before the tour change. That unused balance 
would be converted to 150 hours (since 40/80 x 300 = 150).   

Change in Employing Agency. 

The biweekly and aggregate limit for the OPM fund and VA fund are each “per-employee” 
limits. An employee may not use more than the 600 hours (or proportional equivalent), even if 
the employee transfers to another Federal agency. VA human resources offices must 
determine how many hours of EPL a newly hired employee or transfer employee has used 
under another Federal agency (this information is included on the Standard Form 1150, 
Record of Leave Data).  

If an employee moves from a position covered by one leave fund authority (OPM, VA, FAA, or 
TSA) to a position under another leave fund authority, the hours of EPL granted under the prior 
leave fund authority are not counted towards the biweekly limit or the aggregate limit under the 
other leave fund that applies to the employee in the new position.  

Payment for Leave.  

EPL is credited on a conditional basis (pending reimbursement from the applicable Fund) at 
the time of usage and shall be paid at the same hourly rate as for annual leave payments, 
subject to a limit of $2,800 of EPL for any biweekly pay period for a full-time employee or an 
employee on an uncommon tour. A proportionally equivalent biweekly limit is applied for a part-
time employee.  The examples below apply to employees whose hourly leave payment is 
equal to the employee’s hourly rate of basic pay. 

Example 1: A full-time employee earning $35 or less per hour may use 80 hours of EPL 
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in a biweekly pay period ($2,800 divided by the employee’s hourly adjusted rate of basic 
pay3 = number of hours EPL, but no more than 80 hours). 

Example 2: A full-time employee earning $50 per hour may use 56 hours of EPL in a 
biweekly pay period ($2,800 divided by the employee’s hourly adjusted rate of basic pay 
= number of hours EPL). 

The pro-rated equivalent to the $2,800 EPL limit for a part-time employee would be dependent 
on the number of regularly scheduled hours in the employee’s tour of duty. 

Example: a part-time employee working 40 hours per biweekly pay period may not 
receive a payment for EPL greater than $1,400 in total for any biweekly pay period 
(40/80 x $2,800 = $1,400). 

Intermittent/Concurrent Use of Leave. EPL may not be used concurrently with any other 
paid leave. However, employees may request EPL and other leave types (as appropriate) to 
cover separate and distinct periods of time (example: employee requests 4 hours of EPL, 
followed by 4 hours of accrued sick leave). EPL is used in the same hourly increments (hours 
and specified fractions of an hour) as regular paid leave. The leave may be used intermittently 
when the employee is prevented from working because of the applicable qualifying reason. 

Example: An employee’s child participates in a hybrid learning arrangement at school 
due to COVID-19. The hybrid schedule consists of two days per week of in-person 
instruction and three days of virtual instruction at home. The employee may request 
EPL for the days when the employee is unable to work because they are caring for their 
son or daughter who is at home receiving virtual instruction. 

Effect on Retirement and Other Leave Benefits. Leave provided to a covered employee 
under the VA or OPM Fund is creditable service for the same purposes as other paid leave 
(such as for determining an employee’s annual leave accrual rate). However, EPL provided to 
an employee reduces the employee’s total service used to calculate any Federal civilian 
retirement annuity benefit under the Civil Service or Federal Employees retirement system. 
Although EPL is not creditable service for annuity computation purposes, it is creditable for 
determining years and months of service for retirement eligibility and for determining an 
employee’s high-3 average rate of basic pay. EPL also generates retirement-creditable basic 
pay that is subject to retirement employee deductions and agency contributions in the same 
manner as annual leave. For more information, please refer to EPL guidance issued by OPM. 

In accordance with BAL 21-102, HR offices are required to document the employee’s use of 
EPL on the OF 5057 and upload the completed form to the employee’s electronic Official 
Personnel Folder (eOPF) as part of the employee’s personnel records. The OF 5057 is used to 
document use of EPL when providing retirement estimates completed by VA. HR should work 
with the servicing payroll office to verify an employee’s EPL use in order to document the dates 
EPL was taken and the number of EPL hours used.  

Employee Notification, Certification/Documentation Procedures.  

Before an employee is granted conditional EPL, the employee must agree in writing that, if 
EPL is not available due to exhaustion of the applicable Fund, the employee will apply other 

 
3 For most employees, the hourly leave payment is equal to the employee’s hourly adjusted rate of basic pay 
(including any applicable locality payment, special rate supplement, or the equivalent) 
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paid leave or paid time off (as available to the employee and as appropriate for the given 
circumstance) or will retroactively take LWOP for the affected period and voluntarily provide 
monetary reimbursement to VA.  An employee may seek to apply advanced annual or 
advanced sick leave (as appropriate) under the normal rules governing such advances of 
leave. Employees are required to complete and sign the employee agreement form prior to the 
approval of the employee’s first use of EPL (attachment 1 should be used by employees who 
request leave that is reimbursed from the OPM fund [section 4001]; attachment 2 is for use by 
employees who request to take leave that is reimbursable from the VA fund [section 8008]). 
Employees covered under sections 4001 and 8008 who are making dual leave requests under 
both funds should and complete both Attachment 2 and 3, in addition to Attachment 1 of this 
bulletin. 

An employee is also required to provide their leave approving official with documentation 
containing the following information as soon as practicable, which in most cases will be when 
the employee provides notice as outlined in subsequent paragraphs. Employees should follow 
normal leave requesting procedures to the greatest extent possible. The COVID-19 EPL 
Notification and Leave Request Form is provided in attachment 3 of this Bulletin to assist 
employees with providing the information necessary to take EPL. The form itself is not required 
but the information requested on the form (and also provided below) is required for all EPL 
requests.  

The following information is required for all requests for EPL: 

1.   Date(s) for which leave is requested; 
2.   Description of the qualifying circumstance justifying use of the leave; 
3.   Written statement (certification) that the employee is unable to work (including 
telework) because of the cited qualifying circumstance and that the employee will meet 
the conditions associated with the cited qualifying circumstance during the use of the 
leave; and 
4.  Written statement (certification) indicating that the employee understands (A) that 
approval of EPL is conditional upon the availability of monies in the Fund(s), and (B) 
what obligations the employee will have if the leave is cancelled due to the exhaustion 
of the Fund(s). See Attachments 1 and 2 of this bulletin. 

The employee is required to provide the following information to confirm eligibility for EPL 
based on the applicable qualifying circumstance: 

Qualifying Circumstance Documentation Required 
Qualifying Circumstance 1 - the 
employee is subject to a Federal, State 
and local quarantine or an isolation 
order related to COVID–19 

The governmental quarantine or isolation order 
applicable to the employee.  
(See note 1) 

Qualifying Circumstance 2 - has been 
advised by a health care provider to 
self-quarantine due to concerns related 
to COVID-19 

The name of the health care provider who advised 
the employee to self-quarantine due to COVID–
19.  
(See note 1) 

Qualifying Circumstance 3 - is caring for 
an individual who is subject to such an 
order or has been so advised 

The same documentation described in 
circumstance (1) or (2), as applicable.  
(See note 1) 

Qualifying Circumstance 4- is 
experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 

No generally required additional documentation.  
(See note 1) 
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and seeking a medical diagnosis 
Qualifying Circumstance 5 -is caring for 
a son or daughter of such employee if 
the school or place of care of the son or 
daughter has been closed, if the school 
of such son or daughter requires or 
makes optional a virtual learning 
instruction model or requires or makes 
optional a hybrid of in-person and virtual 
learning instruction models, or the child 
care provider of such son or daughter is 
unavailable due to COVID-19 
precautions 

1. the name of the son or daughter being cared 
for. 
2. the name of the school, place of care, or 
childcare provider and a brief description of the 
situation (i.e. closure, use of on-line instruction, 
unavailability of the childcare provider). 
3. a written explanation regarding why the 
employee’s circumstances (e.g., ages of children, 
number of children, special needs of children, lack 
of other adults in the home) make the employee 
unable to work during the requested hours of 
leave. (See note 2) 

Qualifying Circumstance 6 - is 
experiencing any other substantially 
similar condition 

Any documentation the Director of OPM (for those 
employees covered under the OPM Fund) or 
Secretary of VA (for those employees covered 
under the VA Fund) requires. (See note 1) 

Qualifying Circumstance 7 - is caring for 
a family member with a mental or 
physical disability or who is 55 years of 
age or older and incapable of self-care, 
without regard to whether another 
individual other than the employee is 
available to care for such family 
member, if the place of care for such 
family member is closed or the direct 
care provider is unavailable due to 
COVID-19 
 
References: 
• 5 C.F.R. § 630.201 
• 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2 (h), (i), and (j) 

1.  the name of the family member with a mental 
or physical disability and a written certification by 
the employee that the identified family member 
has a mental or physical disability, if applicable; 
2.  the name and age of the family member who is 
55 years or older, if applicable; 
3.  the name of the place of care that is closed or 
the direct care provider that is unavailable due to 
COVID-19.  
4.  a written explanation regarding why the 
employee’s care responsibilities make the 
employee unable to work during the requested 
hours of leave. 
(See note 2) 

Qualifying Circumstance 8 - is obtaining 
immunization related to COVID–19 or to 
recover from any injury, disability, 
illness, or condition related to such 
immunization. 

No generally required additional documentation.  
(See note 1)   

NOTE 1: Employees must follow reasonable notice procedures and should request leave in 
advance to the maximum extent possible when requesting EPL and follow all established rules for 
requesting other types of leave, absent unusual circumstances. If an employee fails to give proper 
notice, the agency should give him or her notice of the failure and an opportunity to provide the 
required documentation prior to denying the request for leave. 

NOTE 2: An employee must provide the agency with notice of the intent to use EPL as soon as 
practicable, which will generally be prior to the first workday leave is used if the need for leave was 
foreseeable.  If an employee fails to give proper notice, the employer should give him or her notice 
of the failure and an opportunity to provide the required documentation prior to denying the request 
for leave. 

In addition to the above requirements, additional information, certifications, or explanations 
may be requested by the leave approving official if there is a reasonable belief that EPL is not 
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being used appropriately. Once an employee has met the required documentation 
requirements described above, the leave approving official may grant conditional approval of 
EPL. However, an employee’s EPL request may be denied based on a determination that an 
employee’s justification for the leave is not supported by the documents submitted or any other 
available facts. If the leave approving official questions the validity or adequacy of the 
employee’s justification, the employee must have an opportunity to provide documentation or 
further supplement his/her response to the leave approving official before EPL is denied. EPL 
may be conditionally approved pending receipt of supplemental documentation and other 
information as required; however, the leave approving official must ensure that the employee 
understands his/her obligations to resolve the overpayment of leave if the agency’s final 
decision is to deny the leave.    

Recordkeeping. 

VA is required to retain all employee documentation for 4 years regardless of whether the 
leave was granted or denied. If an employee provided oral statements to support their leave 
request, VA is required to document the oral request and maintain such information on file for 
4 years. This documentation should be kept by the leave approving official (supervisor) in a file 
that is secure and separate from the employee’s official personnel folder. 

Records and documents relating to medical information, medical certifications, or medical 
histories of employees or employees’ family members created for EPL purposes must be 
maintained as confidential medical records in separate files/records from the usual personnel 
files and in accordance with 29 C.F.R. § 1630.14(c)(1), if Americans with Disabilities Act 
standards apply, and in accordance with 29 C.F.R. § 1635.9, if the Genetic Information 
Nondiscrimination Act applies.  

Leave Requesting Procedures for Employees. Leave may be requested for qualifying 
reasons occurring on or after March 11, 2021 through the expiration of the law on September 
30, 2021 or when the Fund runs out, whichever occurs first. Employees may be required to 
self-certify the reason for which the leave is being taken. Supervisors must grant the 
employee’s leave request to the extent the employee is unable to perform work (including 
telework) due to a need for leave because of an EPL qualifying circumstance. 

Employees may use the EPL request form (attachment 3) to meet the documentation and 
notice requirements for emergency paid leave use. The request for emergency paid leave 
should be entered in the VA electronic time and attendance system (VATAS) using Excused 
Absence  (“LV – Excused Absence, DW – Emergency Paid Leave – COVID-19”) and type the 
required remark “EPL” with the qualifying reason number (ex: EPL 1, EPL 2, etc.).  

Timekeeping codes are currently not programmed to apply the $2,800 biweekly pay limitation 
for employee leave payments. Therefore, an employee may exceed the $2,800 threshold when 
the hourly adjusted rate of basic pay is higher than $35 per hour and the number of EPL hours 
used results in a leave payment in excess of $2,800. As of June 4, 2021, employees will 
receive a message on their leave and earnings statement that states “Maximum dollar amount 
of Emergency Paid Leave has been reached for the pay period.” However, the system will not 
automatically prevent an employee from using leave over the biweekly pay limit. As a result, 
employees and supervisors are responsible for monitoring the number of hours an employee 
uses toward the EPL limits. Furthermore, VA employees must be made aware that leave taken 
exceeding the $2,800 biweekly limit may result in a future indebtedness that will be collected at 
a later date. Reconciliation will occur once the payroll provider has programmed the new 
timekeeping codes, and employees will be notified accordingly of any overpayment—if 
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applicable. Requests for waiver of overpayment may be filed in accordance with VA Financial 
Policy, Volume XII – Debt Management, Chapter 3, Employee Debt. Waiver determinations are 
made on a case-by-case basis. Although employees may apply for a waiver, there is no 
guarantee that a waiver will be approved. 

Employees who incur an indebtedness due to overuse of EPL hours which results in 
compensation above the aggregate limit for any biweekly pay period may elect to reduce or 
eliminate the indebtedness by submitting a request to substitute other available paid leave for 
the EPL hours, as appropriate. Employees should make such requests through their 
supervisor and timekeeper. 

For questions regarding VATAS, Payroll offices should submit a case ticket to VAFSC Payroll 
Support, Tier 1 using the customer service portal. 

Retroactive Leave Requests. 

The law does not allow leave to be applied retroactively before March 11, 2021. There are 
two circumstances in which an employee may request retroactive emergency paid leave for 
the qualifying period (March 11-September 30, 2021). First, an employee may request it 
(and it must be granted subject to Fund availability and eligibility) to cover a past period of 
leave without pay (LWOP) occurring during the qualifying period. Second, where an 
employee used some other form of leave, the employee may request leave retroactively for 
those calendar dates covered by the leave benefit when a determination is made by the 
leave approving official that the employee was prevented from requesting and using this 
leave due to no fault of their own (lack of information or was not allowed to use EPL at the 
time). Where an employee submits a retroactive leave request, but the applicable Fund has 
been exhausted, no retroactive payment may be made. 

If either of the two above circumstances apply, the employee may submit a leave request for 
retroactive substitution. The request for EPL must be for qualifying purposes and the employee 
is required to self-certify the qualifying reason for the need for leave prevented the employee 
from working on site or teleworking. 

Whether retroactive or not, an employee cannot request leave for days in which they are not 
scheduled to work (e.g., an employee with a Monday-Friday tour cannot request leave for 
Saturday or Sunday). Employees who are furloughed, suspended, absent to perform military 
duty, or on LWOP while in receipt of Office of Workers Compensation benefits are not 
scheduled to work and thus, may not use EPL for any such period. An employee who is 
already on LWOP under FMLA or for some other reason is not scheduled to work during such 
LWOP period and thus, may not use EPL for any such period, unless the LWOP is solely due 
to the need to take leave because of a qualifying EPL circumstance. 

Employees should contact their HR office with questions. HR offices with questions regarding 
this Bulletin may contact Worklife and Benefits Service at vaco058worklife@va.gov.  

Issued by: VA/OCHCO/Worklife and Benefits Service 
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TRACKING COVID-19 IN VATAS 

The purpose of this guide is to provide details on how to code various duty and leave hours within 

VATAS to reflect COVID-19 impact and work performed.  For details on what should be coded, please 

consult previous guidance issued by the Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer and the Financial 

Services Center. 

Previous OCHCO Guidance Includes: 

OCHCO Bulletin (03/05/2020) – VA Leave Guidance During Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

OCHCO Bulletin (03/14/2020) – Recording COVID-19 Ad Hoc Telework and Weather and Safety Leave 

 

How to Code COVID-19 in VATAS 

1) REGULAR HOURS tracking for COVID-19 

2) PREMIUM PAY (OVERTIME/COMP TIME) tracking for COVID-19 

3) LEAVE tracking for COVID-19 

4) TELEWORK tracking for COVID-19 
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REGULAR HOURS tracking for COVID-19 utilizing the OCHCO030520 coding: 

1) Each pay period, supervisors will provide timekeepers the total number of any regular hours that need to be 

tracked for each employee for duties related to COVID-19.  For employees paid on a daily basis, track in day 

increments.  For this purpose, any O code (OD, OS, OU, OW) “Paid at Regular Rate” entered by the timekeeper 

directly to the timesheet should be treated and coded as “regular hours”.    

2) Supervisors do not need to have timekeepers track the time hour-for-hour on the VATAS timesheet.  For ease 

of administration, timekeepers can post the OCHCO030520 for the total number of hours performed for 

COVID-19 for each pay period.  The OCHCO030520 remark would be added on individual timesheet entry 

remark fields until the total hours are reached.  If any hours are performed during the weekend, those should 

be posted/tracked on the applicable day to capture the weekend premium entitlements. 

Example: 

Employee was assigned to perform 20 hours of COVID-19 screening.  The employee performed five four-hour 

shifts over the course of five days (Monday through Friday).  Instead of posting four hours on each day to match 

the exact times, the timekeeper would simply choose three days to apply the OCHCO030520 code in the 

“Remarks” field on the transaction line of the timesheet to total the 20 hours.  Using the employee example 

below, the timekeeper would apply the OCHCO030520 code to the entire day posting on 3/30 and 3/31 after 

applying the tour.  This will provide 16 of the 20 hours.  Then on 4/1, the timekeeper will need to split the posting 

to post the remaining four hours to total 20 hours.   
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PREMIUM PAY (OVERTIME/COMP TIME) tracking for COVID-19 utilizing the OCHCO030520 coding: 

To facilitate proper reporting for the Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer and Financial Services Center, 

Supervisors or TL Approvers must indicate OCHCO030520 in the Approver Comments block on any Premium 

Pay Request required for or because of COVID-19 (even if the Timekeeper included it in the Justification 

block). 

Correct Example (OCHCO030520 included in Approver Comments): 

 

 

Incorrect Example (OCHCO030520 missing from Approver Comments):  
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LEAVE tracking for COVID-19 utilizing the OCHCO030520 coding: 

To facilitate proper reporting for the Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer and Financial Services Center, 

Supervisors must indicate OCHCO030520 in the Approver Comments block of all leave requests that are 

attributed COVID-19 (not just Weather and Safety Leave). 

Correct Example (OCHCO030520 included in Approver Comments): 

 

 

Incorrect Example (OCHCO030520 missing from Approver Comments):: 
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TELEWORK tracking for COVID-19: 

To facilitate proper reporting for the Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer and Financial Services Center, 

Timekeepers and Supervisors must indicate telework that is caused by COVID-19 utilizing the “Env/Haz/Other 

Code” field on the timesheet entry by selecting “TS – Other 1 (Reserve Use for OHRM Notice)”.  If an 

employee is teleworking because of COVID-19 (e.g. social distancing, child’s school closure, etc.), please DO 

NOT use the OCHCO03520 remark.  The “TS – Other 1” code alone is sufficient to know that the employee is 

teleworking because of COVID-19.  If an employee is teleworking and happens to be performing reassigned 

regular duties FOR COVID-19 activities, only then will the OCHCO030520 remark be entered to capture costs 

associated with COVID-19. 

Example of Employee Teleworking BECAUSE of COVID-19 (Do not include OCHCO030520): 

 
 

Example of Employee Teleworking BECAUSE of COVID-19 and PERFORMING COVID-19 Activities 

(Include the OCHCO030520 to capture costs): 

 
 


